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Title: OAKEE DOAKEE AND THE EGO BOMB
Author: ‘Sir Ed Word’ (Edward Saugstad)
ISBN: 978-0-9551503-9-5

Retail price: UK £9.95 / US $18.95 / Euro €13.95
Available via Ingrams / Baker & Taylor at 30% trade discount - currently
non returnable
Bulk orders shipped direct from publisher at 40% discount

108 pages
B&W 6.69 x 9.61in or
244 x 170mm
(Pinched Crown)
Perfect Bound on White

Subject Codes
FIC010000
Fiction : Fairy Tales, Folklore & Mythology
SOC011530
Social Science : Folklore & Mythology - Storytelling
PHI033000
Philosophy : Hindu

Book Description (annotation)..
“Ego; the ballon in a person’s head that gets very big and hot, hurting others, if one gets too selfish or
angry. (It shrinks down to its normal size if we are generous and kind..)”
Second in the Oakee Doakee series, this beautifully-illustrated children’s book builds on the ‘young
hero saves-the-world’ theme as Oakee Doakee learns the important lessons in life in another truly
educational and enlightening journey that has just as much to offer the discerning adult reader.

From the back cover..
Oakee Doakee does it again! Here, in his second amazing adventure, little Oakee realizes that our
world is full of many invisible, helpful creatures who are constantly busy keeping us safe. While
playing out in his garden one windy morning, Oakee meets one of these new friends who shrinks
him in order that he may come to help save the world . . . again! On this exciting journey, we discover mythical beings who have been described for ages in Indian scriptures, and many other very
important but unknown friends of humanity.
Innocent, fascinating adventure for children of all ages.
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